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A RESOLUTION

TO ENCOURAGE CAMPUS CARD OPERATIONS, COMPUTING SERVICES, AND VENDING OPERATIONS TO MAINTAIN THE TIGER EXPRESS PAYMENT OPTION ON ALL VENDING, COPY, AND LAUNDRY MACHINES SO THAT THEY REMAIN IN OPERATIONAL STATUS AND TO RECOMMEND THAT A MAINTENANCE PHONE NUMBER BE PLACED ON EACH MACHINE.

Paragraph 1: Whereas, there are several vending, copy, and laundry machines on the LSU campus that are designed to cater to Tiger Express users, and

Paragraph 2: Whereas, on many occasions, these machines, though operational by cash, are not operational by Tiger Express, and

Paragraph 3: Whereas, some students depend on Tiger Express for machine purchases.

Paragraph 4: Therefore, be it resolved that the LSU A&M Student Senate encourages Campus Card Operations to maintain the Tiger Express payment option on all vending, copy and laundry machines so that they remain in operational status and to recommend that a maintenance phone number be placed on each machine.